
 

 

Quality Transportation Services, Inc. introduces… 

SmartRail FAST® 

Fleet Analytical Sizing Tool 
 

 

 

Part of the SmartRail® Suite of Software Tools from QTS. 



 

 What is SmartRail FAST?   

The QTS SmartRail Fleet Analytical Sizing Tool (FAST) was developed to help rail shippers 

analyze their rail car fleets.  The application was designed by our fleet management specialists, 

leveraging over 25 years of experience in maintaining and properly sizing large rail fleets. 

Utilizing QTS rail shipment tracking data, FAST produces baseline volumes of shipments by 

origin, destination, and product.  The application combines this statistical data with real-world 

experience, proven methodologies, and sound reasoning to allow users to run multiple 

scenarios dynamically and save the results for further use. 

The QTS SmartRail FAST tool is another way QTS helps rail shippers maximize the value of rail, 

minimize expenses, and gain a competitive advantage in the marketplace. 

 What can SmartRail FAST do? 

 View how individual lanes are performing using real transit data 

 Run historical baseline models  

 Run Forecast models for the current year 

 Run forecast models for the coming years based on an annual percentage increase 

 Ability to allow for and modify buffers for scheduled rail car maintenance 

 Ability to allow for seasonality (changes in order/shipment patterns) 

 Ability to add new lanes and estimated 
volumes in preparation for new business 

 Modify volumes and estimates on existing rail 
shipment lanes 

 Identify areas for improvement in transit or 
layover and calculate resulting change is fleet 
size 

 Gain a better understanding of the needs of 
the individual and collective fleet 

 Run different scenarios dynamically 
modifying lanes, volumes, transit times, layovers, and allowances 

 Convert units of measure 

 Export results to Microsoft™ Excel with formulas 



 

 Fleet Model Baseline 

SmartRail FAST allows users to get a quick look at their fleet size and rail performance baseline.  The 

baseline data allows users to understand past shipment volumes by selected time frames, and validate 

car allowances and railroad performance. 

 

Each Origin point can be broken down by destination, consignee, and product to provide various looks at 

fleet size requirements.   

 

The tool also allows for the user to decide which unit of measure to work with, and easily calculates 

conversions of car volumes into alternate, preferred units of measure like metric tons, gallons, etc. 



 

Based on the transit data captured from the QTS Process Manager tool, FAST can be used to analyze the 

total cycle time for each origin/destination pairing along with the historical volume.  This information is 

helpful in understanding the historical volume baselines for each destination and in discussions with rail 

carriers where their performance should be questioned. 

 

 

Additionally, FAST exposes excessiveness in customer layovers, 

providing helpful information in discussions with customers where 

opportunities exist to effect the dwell time, increasing car utilization. 

Considerations can be made for activities that affect the number of 

cars in the fleet at times of most critical need.  FAST provides users 

with the ability to add allowances for: 

 Maintenance Buffer:  Percentage based on repair 

schedules and order patterns. 

 Seasonality:  Percentage based on historical volumes as 

peak need periods during the year. 

 

 



 

After all the data is entered, the user can view the baseline car requirements  by whatever criteria was 

selected in the bottom grid: 

 

The baseline provides the user with the historic volumes by the selected criteria (in this case, origin) and 

the total number of cars required to satisfy the current production levels. 

 Fleet Model Forecast 

The SmartRail FAST application can run models as baselines (historical) or you can also run data as a 

forecast.  This is a “plug-and-play” modeling tool that allows the user to input forecasted volumes in real 

time, producing dynamic results: 

 

As a true “Plug-and-Play” dynamic modeling tool, FAST allows users to input forecasted weight per car, 

and modify transit time expectations and customer layovers in real time.  Think you can reduce 

customer layovers by an average of 2 days?  Maybe load an additional 1,000 pounds per car?  Make the 

changes dynamically and immediately see the resulting changes to the fleet car requirements. 

Modifications you make are memorialized in yellow highlighting, so you can easily see where you’ve 

made changes.   



 

 

The system automatically calculates the forecasted car requirements based on the data input: 

 

Forecast Slider: After your initial forecast model has been created, you can run future models based on a 

percentage increase each year.   A “Slider” appears in the Forecast model that allows you to enter the % 

increase from the Forecast column.   See example below where a 3% increase was used: 

 



 

Add Records:  You can even add new records for anticipated new customers and new origin/destination 

pairs that are anticipated to come on line in the future as part of your forecast: 

 

 Easy Exporting for Fast Reporting  

Upon completing your analysis, all the results are quickly and easily exportable to Microsoft Excel™ and 
emailed to you with each data delineation (whether by destination, consignee, or product) produced on 
a separate worksheet.   

Best of all, the formulas 
needed to produce the 
calculated results are 
included in the needed Excel 
cells.  This allows the user to 
continue to run scenarios and 
make changes dynamically in 
the worksheet. 

 

 

 

 

 Summary  

As a plug-and-play model, besides forecasted volumes, the weight per car, transit times, and layover 

days can be modified in real time. You can see the immediate results as the fleet size either increases or 

decreases based on the inputs.  In all cases you can “Export” each model to an Excel spreadsheet where 

the calculated cells remain dynamic and be further modified as needed. 



 

 Value  

 The QTS SmartRail FAST application provides our customers with quick and efficient, automated 

processes that make producing dynamic fleet sizing analyses quick, easy, and accurate.   

 The application saves hours of time and effort in reviewing historical rail performance, customer 

layover tendencies, maintenance expectations, and seasonal requirements, and matching them 

against frequently-changing sales forecasts to produce a “right-sized” fleet number. 

 The tool allows users to identify areas for improvements, and run unlimited “what if?” scenarios 

that provide various possibilities for the fleet, instantly calculating how the inputted changes 

effect the number of railcars required (more or less). 

 Use FAST to take your strategic planning to the next level, give management more “real-time” 

options, and make better decisions regarding fleet sizing, car leasing, and customer pricing. 

 As always, the QTS FAST tool is supplemented by the QTS Support Teams, including the QTS 

Fleet Management group, who can provide expert assistance in managing and maintaining fleets 

and performing strategic planning and analysis. 

 It is our hope to be of Service to you soon! 

Would you like to see more?  Contact us for a demonstration! 

 Call:  800-443-2599 

 Email:  info@qts.com 

 Or contact your QTS Sales Representative. 

 

 About QTS 

Quality Transportation Services is a privately held third party Rail Logistics Company headquartered in 

Mechanicsville, Virginia with satellite operations and sales offices strategically located throughout North 

America.  Operating 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, we handle a wide variety of rail logistics needs 

such as shipment tracking, fleet administration, EDI data exchanges, freight procurement, invoice 

auditing, and rail plant management for leaders in industries such as Chemicals, Metals, Food, 

Aggregates and Forest and Paper Products. 

QTS offers clients both large and small a combination of expert professional services and proprietary 

software tools built to maximize the value and minimize the expense of utilizing freight rail 

transportation.  QTS was founded in 1988. We currently have 70 customers supported by approximately 

85 employees. 
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